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1
SUMMARY

Many real world problem of complex systems are formalized as maximal clique enumeration or maximum clique detection. For example, in the protein structure similarity network, clique represents for the structure similarity between known and unknown function proteins. In the protein protein interaction network, cliques are protein complexes which signify a biological function. In the collaboration network, large cliques are formed when project involves many participants. In the World Wide Web, cliques are set of pages which are fully connected.

In our context, investor stock trading network, cliques are investors behave similarly in terms of transactions and they might have similar portfolios with a given distance measure. The cliques could represent lead investors who change trading directions first and who are followed by others in a herd, aggressive investors that have volatile trading strategies, or passive investors who rarely rebalance their portfolios.

Clique problem is the computational problem of finding cliques (complete subgraphs) in a graph. The problem includes finding a maximum clique (a clique with the largest number of nodes) and enumerating all maximal cliques. The purpose of this milestone is to investigate a number of recently reported exact algorithms for the clique problem and their capacity on investor network.

Maximum clique detection

We implemented the exact algorithms for solving the problem of maximum clique detection: the central clique solver of Carraghan and Pardalos [1] and the one of Pattabiraman et al. [2], Rossi et al. [3], Verma et al. [4] for massive sparse graph. In addition, we incorporate novel pruning techniques based on the investor behavior context. For instance, to detect a large herding pattern when the bubble propagates, we might expect a large clique in the network by setting a high input value of minimum size. Another example, we can limit the search space to the specific branches which contain household investors or present over-expression of specific investor attributes. A more detailed technical Python implementation of the algorithm is presented at: http://www.investorcliques.eu/category/programming/

Maximal clique enumeration

The algorithm of Eppstein and Strash [5] is self implemented. We use networkx package[6] to implement the one of Tomita et al. [7]. Similar to maximum clique detection, we incor-
porate novel pruning techniques based on the investor behavior context.

**DATA**

We first use the input correlation network from our lab’s previous work [8]. The data used in this study is the central register of shareholdings for Finnish stocks from Finnish central depository, provided by Euroclear Finland. Our sample data consists of the marketplace transactions of 100 Finnish stocks consisting of investor’s transactions around dot-com bubble from 1 January 1998 to 1 January 2002. A more detailed description of the data set is provided in Refs [8–12].

**AVAILABILITY**

Source code Python can be found at: http://www.investorcliques.eu/category/programming/
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